Global News
Connect With Industry Leaders at 2020 IC
Internal auditors of all levels and sectors will gain relevant tools, latest
insights, and best practices that are immediately actionable. This is an
opportunity to connect and share unique perspectives on existing and
emerging issues with 2,000 colleagues from more than 100 countries.

Learn more.

Call for 2020 Award Nominations
The IIA is seeking nominations for its three highest and most prestigious
awards, which recognize individuals who have made outstanding
achievements in internal auditing. Download the nomination form today.
The submission deadline is 14 February.

Nominate a colleague or peer.

Five Internal Audit Resolutions for 2020 and
Beyond
IIA President and CEO Richard Chambers shares five resolutions aimed
at better positioning internal auditors and their organizations to succeed.
The list emphasizes internal audit’s role in supporting risk management
efforts and the importance of embracing new technology.

Read more.

The Lines of Independence
What does a lead internal auditor do upon learning that someone on the
audit team has compromised his or her independence? Several proactive
steps can help practitioners address such challenges and keep audit
independence intact.

Read more at Internal Auditor magazine.

The Mind of Today’s Talent Market
Get the latest IIA report, Global Perspectives and Insights: Talent
Management, to gain a deeper understanding of the evolving challenges
internal audit departments are facing when trying to recruit top talent.
Available in English, French, Indonesian, Korean, Portuguese, Spanish,
and Turkish.

Download the latest issue.

Did You Miss the CPE Deadline? Next
Steps
If you missed the deadline of 31 December to report your 2019 CPE credit
hours, your certification status may now be inactive.

Learn more about CPE requirements and reinstating your
certification.

Your Organization & Data Privacy
Are you aware of the latest privacy-related regulations that may be
applicable to your organization? This IIA Bulletin gives you the resources
you need to stay informed on specific requirements related to data
collection, management, storage, and usage rules.

Download the IIA Bulletin to learn more.

Upcoming Global Events
09–10 March

15–17 March

17–18 March

27 March

Taipei, Taiwan

Brisbane, Australia

Moscow, Russia

Singapore

ACIIA: 2020 CAE
Leadership Forum

SOPAC 2020

IIA–Russia: National
Conference

IIA–Singapore:
Banking Sector

Internal Audit
Conference 2020

16–17 April

20–24 April

23–24 April

06 May

Accra, Ghana

Kampala, Uganda

Taipei City, Taiwan

Helsinki, Finland

IIA–Ghana: Annual
Conference

IIA–Uganda: Annual
Conference

IIA–Chinese Taiwan:
Annual Conference

IIA–Finland: Spring
Seminar

Visit The IIA’s Global Event Calendar for more information.

Tools and Resources
Download the 2019 Guidance Releases
In 2019, The IIA issued several new practice guides, which focused on
demonstrating internal audit’s core principles, internal auditing in financial
services and the public sector, and auditing culture.

Download these guides and others!

Global Thought Leadership
The IIA’s 2019 Global Knowledge Briefs provided insight and direction on
a variety of key global issues, including agile internal audit, cloud security,
strategic public asset protection, and more.

Access the Global Knowledge Brief library.
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